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Doctor Who season 11 saw many changes come to the show. One such change was the lack of two-part episodes. In season 12 of the science fiction show, these episodes are coming back. Fans will probably be happy as a complaint about season 11 of the show was the lack of a story arc. Season 11 was based solely on episodes that
could be alone. This can be a good thing, as then new fans can jump in any episode. However, hardcore fans of the show probably wanted to see more of a thread running through the episodes and see things like cliffhangers. Season 12 of Doctor Who, with its two-part episodes, is likely to raise the stakes a bit. Why was season 11 only
independent episodes? If two-part episodes of Doctor Who are so popular with fans, why are writers get rid of them for season 11? That's a good question. According to the Radio Times, which interviewed showrunner Chris Chibnall, it was not a definitive statement as to how [he and the writers] were making Doctor Who - more of a
stylistic choice for [their] first run of episodes. The reason for not having two-part episodes might have been to get new fans involved in the show. In another Radio Times interview, Chibnall says last year was a year of recruitment for the show, and [he thinks he and the writers] managed to recruit some people for the show. There's already
a pre-existing fan base, but it's still nice to get some new fans on board with the show. The showrunner goes on to say that [He thinks] this year [he and the writers are] developing this, so for all the people who are new to Doctor Who we're going to go Look at the amazing world of Doctor Who, look at all the pleasures that are there. So
new fans and old ones alike will probably enjoy the two-part episodes of Doctor Who season 12. What could the two-part episodes of 'Doctor Who' look like in season 12? Tosin Cole, Mandip Gill, Jodie Whitaker and Bradley Walsh in the 11th season premiere of Doctor Who| Anthony Devlin/ Getty Images Doctor Who two-part episodes
can be intense. The last two-part episode we had, starting in season 10, involved Bill Potts, a fellow twelfth Doctor, transforming into a cyberman. She cries when she sees the Doctor and says I was waiting for you. In the second part of this two-part episode, The Doctor begins fighting regeneration when it fights cybermen. The Doctor also
has to deal with both The Master and Missy, two different incarnations of the Doctor's Time Lord nemesis. Cybermen are eventually defeated by the Doctor when he turns on a bunch of fuel pipes, which destroys cybermen. Bill then meets with Heather, a girl he liked, he became a pilot for a living fluid from an alien ship. Heather then
rescues Bill from his Cyberman form and Bill takes the Doctor to his TARDIS. She cries about The Doctor, but goes exploring the universe with Heather, who has made her a creature like herself. So, for those of you unconscious new fans, here's what Doctor Who two parts they are like: full of action and dramaturgy. According to Chibnall,
this season's two games will be epic. So we can only imagine the chaos and intensity that will entail. Chibnall also said he [loves] a doctor who cliffhanger. So get ready for a lot of those in season 12! Dexter Season 2 was about The Bay Harbor Butcher, Dexter's relationships, Dexter's murders, Debra's relations and Sergeant Doakes too
close. It's been 38 days since Dexter killed his brother, The Ice Truck Killer. Debra lives with him and Doakes follows him everywhere, so he hasn't killed anyone since. When 13 dismembered bodies are found in Bay Harbor, the Miami Metro police department begins a massive search for a man who the media calls The Bay Harbor
Butcher. Dexter is heavily involved in the case, considering the bodies they found were his. He doesn't like the bay harbor name Butcher and instead prefers The Dark Defender which some tell him after it is revealed that the butcher only goes after criminals who had slipped through the law. Dexter survives by framing Sergeant Doakes for
the killings. Dexter's relationships deepen. He learns that his father did not die of heart disease, but that he committed suicide after walking Dexter working with one of his murders. Dexter is heartbroy about this revelation, but ends up having a closer relationship with Debra, who lives with him for several months because she can't sleep
alone after discovering The Ice Killer Truck was her boyfriend. Rita discovers that something is going on with Dexter and takes on drugs. She believes he is a heroin addict and asks him to go on a 12-step program. On the show, she meets Lila, who takes him for coffee. She seems to be able to really see him and scares her, so she
doesn't want to come back. Dexter and Rita's relationship gets even more complicated when Rita's mother comes to stay with Rita and tells her that Dexter is hiding something. Dexter refuses to return to NA, so Rita breaks up with him. Dexter begins dating Lila, when she discovers she can see the monster she is, although she doesn't
know she's a killer, and doesn't care. Dexter begins to realize, however, that she is pretty crazy and Rita seems to need it. It's a surprise to him that he really cares about Rita and the kids. Dexter breaks up with Lila. Lila begins dating Angel, using it to reach Dexter. She also breaks into Rita's house, eventually kidnapping Astor and Cody
and taking them to her apartment. Dexter finds them there and Lila locks him and the children in his house and sets the place on fire. They narrowly escape and then Dexter finds her and kills her. While attending the 12-step program, Dexter decides he won't give in to the urge to kill anymore. She learns that her biological mother was
working with Harry as an informant, and that's what killed her. One of the men who killed is in prison, one dead, and the other in the witness protection program. Testimonials. he goes after the protection one and beats him, but resists the temptation to kill him. Later, the man finds him when Lila gives him the address. They fight, but the
man runs away. Dexter follows him into his cabin and decides he is who he is, so he kills him. Debra starts dating a guy from his gym, but it takes him a long time to trust him. Even after she trusts him, she realizes she has feelings for Special Agent Lundy, who was brought in by the Bay Harbor Butcher case. They start dating, despite the
age difference, and Debra is devastated when the case is closed and Lundy has to leave. James Doakes follows Dexter, trying to figure out his secret. At one point, he follows him to the NA meeting and believes he is a heroin addict, but it soon ends that this is not true. He finds dexter in the cabin and learns that he is the butcher of Bay
Harbor. They fight and Dexter locks him in the cockpit. After many conversations with Doakes, Dexter decides to become himself, which will be easier for Rita and Deb in the long run, but at the last second, he decides to continue with his plan to frame Doakes as the butcher. While with Dexter, Debra gets a call that they are closing in on
the butcher. Dexter rushes to the cab, but the police are already there and the cabin is on fire. He later joins that Lila had used her GPS to reach the cockpit. Once there, Doakes told him that Dexter was the butcher of The Bay Harbor. He lit the propan and lit the gas stove, blowing Doakes to get closer to Dexter. Although Lt. LaGuerta
does not believe it, Sergeant Doakes officially appears as The Bay Harbor Butcher and his death is believed to be a suicide. Dexter is free to go about his business as usual. Before going to na, Dexter has trouble killing his victims. Paul is killed in a prison altercation and Dexter does not understand Rita's guilt. Dexter bids farewell to his
brother, The Ice Truck Killer, throwing the head of the doll he had left towards Dexter into the water. Officer Pascal has LaGuerta's job, but LaGuerta manages to fire her causing personal relationship problems when she secretly sleeps with Pascal's fiancé. Dexter kills a copycat of Bay Harbor Butcher. Lila frames Batista for rape, and
Debra tries to execute Lila out of town. Find out what's going on in Dexter Season 3. The Conners is a show that has always been able to connect with its viewers. Since the original Roseanne aired in the early 1990s, fans have laughed and cried with America's middle-class family. The Conner family has always been one of the most
relatable families on television and never fuy talk about controversial issues. When ABC announced the show would return, fans were delighted. But with 9 episodes left for roseanne's first season and 11 episodes for the first season of The Conners, fans were left wanting a bit ABC recently renewed The Conners for a second season,
making many fans wonder: Are we going to get more episodes this season? The made a strong comeback despite the surrounding controversy The Conners on ABC | Robert Trachtenberg/ABC via Getty Images No wonder The Conners was a strong performer for ABC in 2019. Fans expressed overwhelming excitement when the network
announced it would be returning Roseanne in 2018. But Roseanne's career was short after her star Roseanne Barr made controversial comments on Twitter. After Barr's remarks, the ABC quickly fired Barr and canceled Roseanne. Fans were disappointed and thought this would be the end of a show that connected with so many viewers.
However, ABC had other plans in mind and brought the rest of the cast back for their new show, The Conners. The Conners had a very strong opening season, averaging 7.5 million viewers per week. It was the network's highest-rated comedy and third highest-rated show overall, coming in behind Grey's Anatomy and The Bachelor. 'The
Conners' will get around a full season The first season of The Conners premiered after the original reboot was cancelled in 2018. Although ABC renamed the show and brought back the rest of the cast, the network ordered only one limited season for the comedy. While most of the network's programs run approximately 22 episodes, The
Conners only aired 11 new episodes during its first season. After the network's success with the first season, ABC has ordered about a full season for Season 2. They haven't released an official number, but TVLine speculates that the second season will feature around 19 episodes. The exact number will depend heavily on star Laurie
Metcalf's schedule. TVLine reports that an insider revealed that the show was able to increase its episode count after Metcalf and co-star Sara Gilbert made adjustments to their schedule. Gilbert just announced last month that he will be quit his talk show, The Talk to focus on other projects. The entire main cast will return for Season 2.
This includes John Goodman, Sara Gilbert, Metcalf, Lecy Goranson and Ames McNamara. All stars received a substantial pay rise to return to the show. Will Johnny Galecki return to 'The Conners' full-time? Now that The Big Bang Theory has ended its 12-year run, many fans are wondering if that means former Roseanne star Johnny
Galecki will return full-time. Galecki played David Healy from 1992 to 1997. Her character married (and later divorced) Darlene Conner and was very popular with fans. Since the Conners premiered, Galecki has appeared in a limited role, appearing in an episode of Roseanne's reboot and two episodes of The Conners. When he was if a
return to the show was on the cards, Galecki told TVLine that he would love to return in a recurring capacity. Although he loves the show and cast, he says he needs some time off from being in a full-time show. While the star hasn't confirmed any future appearances, we'd be surprised if we don't see him for at least one episode of season
two. 2. 2.
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